Abstract: Pathological contraction bands (CBs) are a type of necrosis pattern found in the myocardium. The composition of CB is not well studied. This is because CBs have diverse forms and can be observed in various causes of death. In pathology fields, CBs are classified artifactual CB and CB necrosis. We have identified different forms of CB by examining the expression and distribution of complement component C9 (CCC9) and Sirtuin1 by immunohistochemistry in the myocardium of patients who died because of different causes of death. We used cardiac tissues with CB from 30 forensic autopsy cases in our department from the last 2 years. We excluded the cases that had very little CB. We found that our CB classification based on expression levels of both CCC9 and Sirtuin1 correlated well with the agonal situation, including high temperature, myocardial infarction, cardiopulmonary resuscitation, and hypothermia. On the basis of these results, we here advocate a classification scheme based on immunohistochemistry. Furthermore, we found that CB necrosis could be detected using immunostaining with CCC9. Using our classification scheme, it will be possible to more accurately research each type of CB and the causative mechanisms. 1 Since then, many terms have been used to describe this change, such as either myofibrillar degeneration, coagulative myocytolysis, or Zenker necrosis. The CBs are also found in many cases that had different agonal situations, such as coronary occlusion, 2 resuscitation attempts, 3 drowning, 4 burning, 5 hypothermia, 6 and so forth. The composition of CB is not well studied. This is because CBs have diverse forms and can be observed in various causes of death. In pathological fields, artifactual CBs are indicated. Artifactual CBs are seen in myocardial biopsy specimen, especially in the specimen that is immersed in fixative chilled rather than at room temperature. 7, 8 The Society of Cardiovascular Pathology defines artifactual CB as being different from CB necrosis (CBN). In contrast to artifactual CB, CBN tissues are surrounded by normal-appearing myocardium and often have a granular basophilic hue because of mineralization due to intracellular calcium deposition.
P athological contraction bands (CB) are the characteristic necrosis pattern in myocardium and involve hypercontraction and lysis of small groups of myocardial cells. Myocardial CB changes surrounding an acute myocardial infarction (AMI) were reported in 1939. 1 Since then, many terms have been used to describe this change, such as either myofibrillar degeneration, coagulative myocytolysis, or Zenker necrosis. The CBs are also found in many cases that had different agonal situations, such as coronary occlusion, 2 resuscitation attempts, 3 drowning, 4 burning, 5 hypothermia, 6 and so forth. The composition of CB is not well studied. This is because CBs have diverse forms and can be observed in various causes of death. In pathological fields, artifactual CBs are indicated. Artifactual CBs are seen in myocardial biopsy specimen, especially in the specimen that is immersed in fixative chilled rather than at room temperature. 7, 8 The Society of Cardiovascular Pathology defines artifactual CB as being different from CB necrosis (CBN). In contrast to artifactual CB, CBN tissues are surrounded by normal-appearing myocardium and often have a granular basophilic hue because of mineralization due to intracellular calcium deposition. 8 The pathological differences described previously are not often recognized by many researchers. In fact, artifactual CB and CBN are often not distinguished in forensic examinations. Previously, we found a difference using immunohistchemistry between focal CB and diffuse CB. Focal CB is stained with complement component C9 (CCC9), but diffuse CB did not. 9 We also found that certain CB lesions are stained with Sirtuin1 (SIRT1).
Here, we advocate for a classification of CB using CCC9 and SIRT1 expression levels. This classification of CB will help to investigate the mechanisms of CB development in the future.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
We used 30 cardiac tissues taken from forensic autopsy cases in our department from the last 2 years in which we could find CB. We stained all cardiac tissues with both hematoxylin-eosin and Azan and looked for CB by microscopy. Azan staining visualized CB easily. We excluded the cases that had CB lesions that were too small to evaluate with immunohistochemistry. Prepared 4-μm paraffin sections were stained by standard immunohistochemical techniques using antibodies against both CCC9 and SIRT1. The staining procedure was based on the linked streptavidin-biotin method.
The ethics committee waivered the need for consent from patient's next of kin because autopsy was dictated by law.
RESULTS
We found that our classification of CB correlated well with the agonal situation ( Table 1) .
CCC9+/SIRT1− staining: This CB staining pattern occurred in ischemic myocardium and in myocarditis. The ischemic area was clearly stained with CCC9, and SIRT1 staining was clearly absent (Fig. 1) .
CCC9−/SIRT1+ staining: This CB staining pattern occurred in the cases with various causes of death, but every case involved a cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) attempt. These CBs were scattered in the tissue and often localized at the edge of the left ventricle (Fig. 2) . With SIRT1, the borders were clearly defined between the positive areas and the background cells. By comparison, SIRT1-negative CBs, which were found in other types of patient deaths, had weakly stained CB or CB, which did not show a difference between the background cells and the CB.
CCC9−/SIRT1− staining: This CB staining pattern occurred in the cases that had been exposed to low temperatures. All 4 drowning cases, which had occurred in winter, showed this staining pattern. However, only 1 burn case showed these CB staining patterns. The CBs were clearly negative for both proteins, whereas by comparison, the background cells stained well with SIRT1 ( Fig. 3 ). These CBs are often found at the septum.
CCC9+/SIRT1+ staining: This CB staining pattern occurred in the cases exposed to elevated temperatures, but immunohistochemistry is not suitable for all cases because the high temperatures denatured the proteins. It is not correct to conclude that both SIRT1 and CCC9 appear in high-temperature cases. On the basis of our previous study, we concluded that SIRT1 and CCC9 basically had a mutually exclusive relationship in the myocardium.
The CCC9-positive cells stained more weakly than that in the CB found in the AMI cases.
DISCUSSION
Previously, many researchers have reported various cases that showed CB. Some pathologist tried to distinguish artifactual CB and CBN, but the distinction actually depends on the situation of specimen because it is too difficult to distinguish by pathological findings. By forensic researches, no attempt has been made to classify CB because it was assumed that CBs were the same in all cases. CBNs are composed of hypercontracted myocytes in which the sarcolemma is disrupted and the cell geometry is dramatically distorted as a consequence of extreme cell shortening. 10 It was generally known that CBN can be observed in the hearts of reperfusion injury cases and quite early in AMI cases. The CBN induced by reperfusion has been reported by 1 group who evaluated the pathological findings after pig coronary artery ligation for 20, 30, 60, and 120 minutes followed by reperfusion for 8 hours. This research group found many CBNs in the 20-and 30-minute ligated hearts, and massive necrosis areas and less CBN were found in both the 60-and 120-minute ligated hearts.
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Immunostaining with CCC9 is a simple and useful way of defining myocardial damage. In very early AMI cases, the standard test includes hematoxylin-eosin staining, but no abnormality is observed, whereas CCC9 is detectable. 12 The CCC9 can be detected in the AMI cases where the patient died within 6 hours. 13 The CBN is also a well-established feature of early myocardial ischemia. 12 On the basis of these reports and our studies, we concluded that CBN appeared in the very early phases of ischemia and that CBN would become coagulation necrosis in prolonged ischemia. Immunostaining with CCC9 could discriminate CBN from the other CB.
The SIRT1 deacetylase acts as a redox and oxygen sensor. The SIRT1 modulates cellular adaptation to hypoxia by targeting hypoxia-inducible factor 1α. 14 We previously studied the relationship between hypoxia markers and agonal situations. 9 We found that some CB lesions were stained with SIRT1. The CB positive for SIRT1 had weak staining, ambiguous borders, and negative areas. In contrast, CB negative for SIRT1 had clear borders and positive areas outside the CB. We compared CB with the background and determined that CBN, which lacked staining, was clearly negative and that CB, which was weakly stained or did not have apparent differences in staining from that of the background, was positive. We emphasize that a negative finding with SIRT1 is more important than a positive appearance. As we previously reported, the myocardium from hypothermia death cases was stained with SIRT1, 9 whereas we found no SIRT1 staining in CB from hypothermia cases.
On the basis of these results, we here advocate the classification scheme that is shown in Table 2 . As described previously, the cases with fever are not suitable for classification using immunohistochemistry. We classify the fever-induced CB as type 1. We classify AMI-induced CB that is clearly positive for CCC9 as type 2, which is called CBN in pathological fields. Because SIRT1 and CCC9 basically have a mutually exclusive relationship in the myocardium, type 2 CBs are never positive for SIRT1. Therefore, one should stain with SIRT1 when it is difficult to classify type 2 CB. For type 2, the CB should be checked to be sure that it is negative for CCC9. By staining with SIRT1, the CB can be classified as type 3, which is clearly negative for SIRT1 compared with that of the background. Type 3 CB is induced by cold temperatures at the time of death. The remaining CB is classified as type 4. Type 4 CB was all found in the cases with a CPR attempt. We could not study all types of CB. Classification of the CB cases, which we did not study or those that will be found in the future, could be investigated using an approach similar to our classification scheme. As new types of CB are identified in the future, we advocate that CPR attempt-induced CBN be classified as type 4. Certain CBN is classified into type 2, and artifactual CBs are classified into the other type. If one only needs the detection of CBN, one solely uses CCC9 staining after excluding feverinduced CB. Here, we advocate the classification of CB including artifactual CB because the situation and surroundings of the victim are very important in forensic fields.
Some researchers reported that CB was induced by a catecholamine, such as in pheochromocytoma. 2 After subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH), excessive release of catecholamine makes neurogenic pulmonary edema. 15 We evaluated 1 SAH case, which had CPR attempt. Excessive release of catecholamine was suggested because pulmonary edema was found in this case, and any CCC9-positive type 2 CB could not be found. Of course, intravenous catecholamine infusion is done during a CPR attempt, but we did not analyze any cases of known high endogenous catecholamine production without CPR attempt. Thus, we presume that CBs induced by a catecholamine were CCC9 negative, but we certainly could not classify this type of CB with CCC9 and SIRT1.
As with pheochromocytoma, not all types of death that made CB were studied. Furthermore, we studied small sample size of each cause of death. Thus, our classification scheme was based on our limited data. To establish correct classification scheme, future research and more discussion are necessary. However, it is a very important point in our study that CBs are probably made by some mechanism and can be classified using immunohistchemistry. Using our classification scheme, we actually could distinguish In comparison with SIRT1-negative CB (which was classified into other types), this CB was clearly positive for SIRT1. The cause of death of this case was a thoracic aneurism rapture. The patient did receive thoracotomy CRP. Figure 2 can be viewed online in color at www.amjforensicmedicine.com. Our data show that multiple mechanisms contribute to CB. We here advocate a classification scheme for CB. Our scheme is compatible to the classification of Society of Cardiovascular Pathology, CBN, or artifactual CB. Previously, the composition of CB and mechanisms of development were not well studied because all CB lesions were regarded as the same in forensic fields. Using our classification scheme, for pathologists, it will be possible to distinguish CBN very easily. For forensic scientists, it will be possible to research correctly each CB type and better define the mechanisms of induction of CB.
